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Abstract of talk:  Research Support Services have moved away from a traditional model of 

providing reference service confined to the library building alone. An academic library is 

heart of any thriving university and in the current scenario of exponential growth of 

information on Internet, it is absolutely critical to think about library marketing, patron 

outreach, student oriented library building, and collaborating with other student services 

departments while designing and developing effective Research Support Services.  This 

presentation includes examples of Research Support Service activities at FGCU library and 

includes several examples of collaboration between liaison librarians, extended faculty and 

university administration. And, as a bonus, presenter also discusses successful strategies for 

conducting successful e-trials for new resources. 

  

About of the speaker: 

Anjana is working in the field of librarianship since 1978.  Trained in each and every library 

department, Anjana holds a unique experience of working in special, research and 

educational libraries in national and international settings. Currently Anjana works as  

E-resources Librarian at Florida Gulf Coast University library and her chief responsibility is 

to manage all aspects of electronic resources through their life cycle of ‘trials-license 

negotiations-acquisition-maintenance-usage data-renewal-cancellation’, in support of 

teaching, learning and scholarship activities of the FGCU library Community.  She has 

conducted several workshops and trained over 300 librarians at ALA, ACRL and Charleston 

conferences. Her research interest includes Electronic Resources Management and Open 

Access Publishing. Anjana’s Google Scholar Profile is available at 

https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=phisloAX-GsJ&hl=en&oi=ao 

https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=phisloAX-GsJ&hl=en&oi=ao

